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When William married Kate a few weeks ago, millions of women around the world sighed at a lost chance to
be that lucky lady becoming a real life princess. However hotel booking site HotelBook has recognised
women’s desire to feel like a princess, if only for a short time, here they’ve listed hotels around
the world where you can live like royalty for a few days.
Savoy Hotel, Rome
With its superb location, just off legendary Via Veneto in the heart of town, a few minutes walk to the
Spanish Steps, the Borghese Gardens and Gallery and the most famous Italian Fashion shopping district,
the Hotel Savoy is a traditional, historical hotel with elegant decors and modern facilities. The
interior is classical in style and extremely comfortable, allowing guests to feel surrounded by luxury
during their stay.
Regina Hotel, Paris
This traditional hotel has been fully restored and refurbished and now features spacious rooms with
period furnishings, creating an elegant and refined atmosphere. The hotel is located directly across
from Jardin des Tuileries and the entrance to the Louvre, while being in the heart of the modern district
means the fabulous shops of Paris are nearby too – making this the perfect location for princess guests
interested in visiting both the shops and museums of Paris. HotelBook currently have an excellent choice
of Paris hotel deals (http://www.hotelbook.com/en/offers/destination-deals/paris-hotel-deals.cfm) for you
to choose from.
Leonard Hotel and Residence, London
The Leonard Hotel and Residence offers a prime hotel suites in London’s fashionable West End, and
pampers guests with a tranquil atmosphere laced with Victorian class. Located near the West End shops of
London, hotel guests at the Leonard Hotel and Residence are afforded proximity to trendy boutiques, dance
clubs, eateries and brew houses of England’s capital. Have a look at HotelBook’s London hotel deals
(http://www.hotelbook.com/en/offers/destination-deals/london-hotel-deals.cfm) for more inspiration.
Hawaii Prince Hotel Waikiki, Honolulu
The Hawaii Prince Hotel is a bold achievement in architectural design and offers first class luxury
accommodation. Features include fine English slate and an accompaniment of other fine materials that
distinguish the walkways of hotel grounds, lush tropical landscaping surrounding the hotel, and a
five-story cascading fountain - the only one of its kind in Waikiki. Meanwhile the hotel's pool, located
on the fifth floor offers an amazing ocean view.
All of the above hotels can be booked online at www.hotelbook.com so visit the site to find out more
about these and many others.
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your perfect hotel booking (http://www.hotelbook.com/en) and book hotel deals
(http://www.hotelbook.com/en/offers/destination-deals/index.cfm) on-line across the globe.
http://www.hotelbook.com
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